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Even and odd Kauffman bracket ideals for genus-1
tangles
Susan M. Abernathy and Patrick M. Gilmer
Abstract. This paper refines previous work by the first author. We study
the question of which links in the 3-sphere can be obtained as closures of
a given 1-manifold in an unknotted solid torus in the 3-sphere (or genus-1
tangle) by adjoining another 1-manifold in the complementary solid torus. We
distinguish between even and odd closures, and define even and odd versions
of the Kauffman bracket ideal. These even and odd Kauffman bracket ideals
are used to obstruct even and odd tangle closures. Using a basis of Habiro’s for
the even Kauffman bracket skein module of the solid torus, we define bases for
the even and odd skein module of the solid torus relative to two points. These
even and odd bases allow us to compute a finite list of generators for the even
and odd Kauffman bracket ideals of a genus-1 tangle. We do this explicitly
for three examples. Furthermore, we use the even and odd Kauffman bracket
ideals to conclude in some cases that the determinants of all even/odd closures
of a genus-1 tangle possess a certain divisibility.
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1. Introduction
Let M Ď S3 be a compact, oriented 3-manifold with boundary. Then an pM, 2nq-
tangle is 1-manifold with 2n boundary components properly embedded in M . We
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2 SUSAN M. ABERNATHY AND PATRICK M. GILMER
refer to pS1 ˆ D2, 2q-tangles where S1 ˆ D2 is a unknotted solid torus in S3 as
genus-1 tangles.
An pM, 2nq-tangle T embeds in a link L Ď S3 if there exists a complementary
1-manifold T 1 with 2n boundary components in S3´IntpMq such that upon gluing
T 1 to T along their boundaries, we obtain a link isotopic to L. Such a link is called
a closure of T . We refer to T 1 as the complementary 1-manifold of the closure.
Note that if T is a genus-1 tangle, then T 1 is also a genus-1 tangle. The focus of
this paper is genus-1 tangle embedding.
In [A, A3], the first author defined the notion of even and odd closures for any
genus-1 tangle G with respect to a longitude l on the boundary of the solid torus
which misses the boundary points of T . If we choose l to be the longitude pictured in
Figure 1 and assume that the boundary points of T are in the complement of l, then
we may think of even and odd closures intuitively as follows. Even (respectively,
odd) closures are those whose complementary 1-manifold passes through the hole
of the solid torus containing G an even (respectively, odd) number of times. For
the remainder of this paper, when we discuss even and odd closures, we mean even
and odd with respect to the longitude l.
In [A2, A3], the first author defined the Kauffman bracket ideal of an pM, 2nq-
tangle T to be the ideal IT of ZrA,A´1s generated by the reduced Kauffman bracket
polynomials of all closures of T . This ideal gave an obstruction to embedding. In
the case pM, 2nq “ pB3, 4q, this ideal was first studied by Przytycki, Silver and
Williams [PSW].
The first author outlined a method for computing this ideal in the case of genus-1
tangles using skein theory techniques. In this paper, we define an even and odd
version of the Kauffman bracket ideal for genus-1 tangles. The even Kauffman
bracket ideal of a genus-1 tangle G is the ideal IevenG generated by the reduced
Kauffman bracket polynomials of all even closures of G. The odd Kauffman bracket
ideal IoddG is defined similarly. If an ideal is equal to ZrA,A´1s, we refer to that
ideal as trivial.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of these definitions.
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a genus-1 tangle. If IevenG (respectively, IoddG ) is non-
trivial, then the unknot is not an even (respectively, odd) closure of G. More gen-
erally, if L is an even (respectively, odd) closure of G, then the reduced Kauffman
bracket polynomial of L must lie in IevenG (respectively, I
odd
G ). Finally, we have that
IG “ IevenG ` IoddG .
In §2, we recall the basics of Kauffman bracket skein modules. In §3, we define
bases for the even and odd Kauffman bracket skein modules of S1 ˆD2 relative to
two points. These even and odd bases are defined in terms of a basis for the even
skein module of the solid torus due to Habiro [H].
In §4, we recall the graph basis defined in [A2, A3]. In §5, we outline a method
for computing a finite list of generators for the even and odd Kauffman bracket
ideals of genus-1 tangles with two boundary points.
We note that if the ordinary Kauffman bracket ideal is non-trivial, then both the
even and odd Kauffman bracket ideals must be non-trivial. However, the converse
is not true. In §6, we examine some specific examples. We show that Krebes’s,
tangle A [K], pictured in Figure 1, has trivial even ideal and non-trivial odd ideal.
In [A2, A3], we showed that the ordinary Kauffman bracket ideal of Krebes’s tangle
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Figure 1. Krebes’s tangle A and a longitude l.
A is trivial. We give an example of a rather simple genus-1 tangle, D in Figure 4
which has non-trivial even but trivial odd Kauffman bracket ideals. See Figure 5
for an odd closure of D which is trivial. We also consider a particularly interesting
tangle H (in Figure 6). This tangle has non-trivial even ideal and non-trivial odd
ideal. Thus it does not posses a a trivial closure, but the ordinary Kauffman bracket
ideal of H is trivial.
The determinant detpLq of a link L is a classical link with well-known alternative
definitions. On the one hand, this invariant is the absolute value of the determinant
of a Seifert matrix for L symmetrized. It can also be described as the order of the
first homology group of the double branched cover of S3 along L (this is interpreted
to be zero if this homology group is infinite). In [A], the first author used the
homology of double branched covers to show that any odd closure of Krebes’s tangle
has determinant divisible by 3. Here we can reach this result as a consequence of
our calculation of the odd Kauffman bracket ideal Krebes’s tangle. We also obtain
similar results for other tangles in the same way. Ultimately this approach to
the determinants of closures rests on Jones’ observation [J, Corollary 13] that his
polynomial evaluated at t “ ´1 is the determinant (up to sign), and Kauffman’s
bracket polynomial description [K] of the Jones polynomial. In §7, we relate the
even and odd ideals of an genus-1 tangle to the determinants of even and odd
closures of that tangle.
2. Kauffman bracket skein modules
The Kauffman bracket polynomial of a framed link D, denoted by xDy, is an
element of ZrA,A´1s given by the following three relations, where δ “ ´A2´A´2:
(i) x y “ Ax y `A´1x y
(ii) xD1š y “ δxD1y.
(iii) x y “ 1.
We let xDy1 denote the reduced Kauffman bracket polynomial of D; that is, where
xDy1 “ xDy{δ.
The Kauffman bracket skein module of a 3-manifold M is the ZrA,A´1s-module
KpMq generated by isotopy classes of framed links in M modulo the Kauffman
bracket relations above.
Of particular concern to us is the relative Kauffman bracket skein module. Let M
be a compact oriented 3-manifold with boundary and a set of m specified marked
framed points on BM . Then the Kauffman bracket skein module of M relative
to the m marked points is the ZrA,A´1s-module KpM,mq generated by isotopy
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classes of framed 1-manifolds with boundary the marked framed points modulo the
above Kauffman bracket relations. We can view any genus-1 tangle (equipped with
the blackboard framing) as a skein element in KpS1 ˆD2, 2q.
As in [A2, A3], we generalize the Hopf pairing on KpS1ˆD2q defined in [BHMV]
to obtain the relative Hopf pairing x , y : KpS1ˆD2, 2qˆKpS1ˆD2, 2q Ñ KpS3q “
ZrA,A´1s. Given a and b in KpS1 ˆD2, 2q, we let
xa, by “
C G
where a and b lie in regular neighborhoods of the trivalent graphs.
If a genus-1 tangle G embeds in a link L Ď S3, then we can describe this tangle
embedding using the relative Hopf pairing. We have that xLy “ xG,G1y for some
G1 P KpS1 ˆD2, 2q.
3. Even and odd relative skein modules
As in [BHMV], we let z denote a standard banded core of S1 ˆ D2 and the
element this core represents in KpS1 ˆ D2q. A basis for KpS1 ˆ D2q is given by
tznuně0. As described in [H], one can obtain a Z2-graded algebra structure on
the Kauffman bracket skein module KpS1 ˆD2q by letting KevenpS1 ˆD2q be the
subalgebra of KpS1ˆD2q generated by z2 and KoddpS1ˆD2q be zKevenpS1ˆD2q.
Then, one has that KpS1ˆD2q “ KevenpS1ˆD2q‘KoddpS1ˆD2q. This is because
the Kauffman skein relations respect Z2-homology classes [GH, p.105].
Suppose now that S1ˆD2 is equipped with two marked framed points in BpS1ˆ
D2q and an essential curve l in BpS1 ˆ D2q missing the marked points and which
bounds a disk D in S1ˆD2. Let u be a framed 1-manifold in S1ˆD2 with the two
given marked points as boundary. Then we say that u is even (respectively, odd), if
u intersects D an even (respectively, odd) number of times. Let KevenpS1 ˆD2, 2q
and KoddpS1 ˆ D2, 2q be the submodules of KpS1 ˆ D2, 2q generated by all even
and odd 1-manifolds, respectively. Then, we have that KpS1ˆD2, 2q “ KevenpS1ˆ
D2, 2q ‘KoddpS1 ˆD2, 2q. Note that if L is an even closure of a genus-1 tangle G,
then the Kauffman bracket polynomial of L can be written as xLy “ xG,G1y where
G P KpS1 ˆD2, 2q and G1 P KevenpS1 ˆD2, 2q. Here l is a “longitude” for the first
copy of S1 ˆD2 and a “meridian” for the second copy of S1 ˆD2.The analogous
statement is true for odd closures.
In [BHMV], a basis tQnuně0 for KpS1 ˆ D2q is given. It is orthogonal with
respect to the Hopf pairing. Here Qn “
n´1ź
i“0
pz ´ φiq, where φi “ ´A2i`2 ´A´2i´2
(in [BHMV] and elsewhere this is denoted λi). In the case n “ 0, we interpret
the empty product as the identity which is represented by the empty link. In [H],
Habiro modifies the definition of Qn to obtain a new basis for the even submodule
KevenpS1ˆD2q given by Sn “
n´1ź
i“0
pz2´φ2i q for n ě 0. Note that Sn “ Qn
n´1ź
i“0
pz`φiq.
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Figure 2. An even element of KpS1 ˆ D2, 2q, where D is the
shaded disk
We adapt Habiro’s basis to obtain bases for the KevenpS1ˆD2, 2q and KoddpS1ˆ
D2, 2q. We refer to them as the even basis and odd basis, respectively, and define
them as follows (using the same D as pictured in Figure 2). The even basis consists
of the following elements, where n ě 0:
xevenn “ and yevenn “ .
Similarly, the odd basis consists of the following elements, where n ě 0:
xoddn “ and yoddn “ .
That these are bases follows ultimately from the basis forKpS1ˆD2, 2q consisting
of framed links described by isotopy classes of diagrams without crossings and
without contractible loops in S1 ˆ D2. One also uses the fact that there is a
triangular unimodular change of basis matrix over ZrA,A´1s relating the bases
tSnu and {z2mu for KevenpS1 ˆD2q.
4. Graph basis of KRpS1 ˆD2, 2q
Trivalent graphs will be interpreted as in [A2, A3, GH, KL, MV, L]. Any unla-
belled edge is assumed to be colored one. The colors of the three edges incident to
a single vertex must form an admissible triple. Given non-negative integers a, b,
and c, the triple pa, b, cq is admissible if |a´b| ď c ď a`b and a`b`c ” 0pmod 2q.
We use the notation of [KL]: ∆n, θpa, b, cq, Tet
„
a b e
c d f

, and λa bc .
We use the graph basis defined in [A2, A3]. Given a pair of non-negative integers
pi, εq such that ε “ i` 1 or ε “ i´ 1, let
gi,ε “ .
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xgi,ε, gi1,ε1yD “
C G
Figure 3. The doubling pairing of two graph basis elements. The
bold loop indicates a 0-framed surgery.
Let R denote the ring ZrA,A´1s localized by inverting Ak ´ 1 for all natural
numbers k, and let KRpM,mq denote the Kauffman bracket skein module of M
relative to m points with coefficients in R. According to [P, Theorem 2.3], we
have that KRpM,mq “ KpM,mq b R, so we can essentially view KpM,mq as a
subset of KRpM,mq. We make this distinction because when computing a finite
list of generators for the even and odd Kauffman bracket ideals, we pass through
KRpS1 ˆ D2, 2q when using the doubling pairing defined in [A2, §2.3]. However,
each of the generators we obtain is in fact an element of KpS1 ˆD2, 2q.
Recall, according to [HP], KRpS1 ˆ S2q{torsion is isomorphic to R. Let ψ :
KRpS1 ˆ S2q Ñ R be the epimorphism that sends the empty link to 1 P R. The
doubling pairing is defined to be the symmetric pairing x , yD : KRpS1 ˆD2, 2q ˆ
KRpS1 ˆ D2, 2q Ñ R obtained by gluing two solid tori containing skein elements
together via a certain orientation-reversing homeomorphism to obtain a skein ele-
ment in S1ˆS2, and evaluating this skein element under ψ. Figure 3 illustrates the
doubling pairing of two graph basis elements. The thick dark colored loop indicates
where a 0-framed surgery is to be performed, converting S3 to S1 ˆ S2. According
to [A2, Theorem 2.4], the graph basis is orthogonal with respect to the doubling
pairing.
5. Applications to genus-1 tangle embedding
Let G be a genus-1 tangle. The Kauffman bracket polynomial of any even clo-
sure L of G can be written as xLy “ xG,G1y where G1 P KevenpS1 ˆ D2, 2q. So,
xG, xevenn y{δ and xG, yevenn y{δ form a generating set for IevenG . Similarly, xG, xoddn y{δ
and xG, yoddn y{δ form a generating set for IoddG . We will see in this section that these
generating sets are finite.
We follow the same basic procedure as in [A2, A3] to obtain finite lists of gen-
erators for IevenG and I
odd
G . First, we write G as a linear combination of graph
basis elements G “ ř ci,εgi,ε. Since the graph basis is orthogonal, we have that
ci,ε “ xG, gi,εyD{xgi,ε, gi,εyD and only finitely many ci,ε are non-zero.
We then use this linear combination to compute the relative Hopf pairing of G
with the even (respectively, odd) basis to obtain a generating set for IevenG (respec-
tively, IoddG ). The following results allow us to compute the relative Hopf pairing
of the graph basis with the even and odd bases. The proof of Lemma 5.1 below is
similar to that of [A2, Lemma 4.1].
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Lemma 5.1.
“
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq
i
If n “ 0, we interpret
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq as 1.
Notice that
śn´1
k“0pφ2i ´ φ2kq is zero if n ą i.
Proposition 5.2. (i) xgi,ε, xevenn y “ θp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.
(ii) xgi,ε, yevenn y “ φipλi 1ε q´2θp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.
(iii) xgi,ε, xoddn y “ φiθp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.
(iv) xgi,ε, yoddn y “ pλi 1ε q´2θp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.
Each of these is zero if n ą i.
Proof. (i) We have from Lemma 5.1 that
xgi,ε, xevenn y “ “
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i´φ2kq “ θp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i´φ2kq.
(ii) Using Lemma 5.1, [A2, equations 2.2, 2.5] and λi jk “ λj ik ,
xgi,ε, yevenn y “ “ φi
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq
“ φipλi 1ε q´1pλ1 iε q´1
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq
“ φipλi 1ε q´2θp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.
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(iii)
xgi,ε, xoddn y “ “ φi
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq
“ φiθp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.
(iv)
xgi,ε, yoddn y “ “
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq
“ pλi 1ε q´1pλ1 iε q´1
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq
“ pλi 1ε q´2θp1, i, εq
n´1ź
k“0
pφ2i ´ φ2kq.

Proposition 5.2 implies that only finitely many of xG, xevenn y{δ and xG, yevenn y{δ
will be non-zero. Similarly only finitely many of xG, xoddn y{δ and xG, yoddn y{δ will be
non-zero. This is why we choose to define the even/odd bases for Keven/oddpS1 ˆ
D2, 2q as we did above. If, for instance, we replace Sn by z2n in these definitions,
then we would not have this finiteness.
6. Examples
We compute the even and odd Kauffman bracket ideals for three tangles A, D,
and H. In each of these computations, our first step is to compute the doubling
pairing of the tangle in question with the graph basis. We leave out the full compu-
tation for the sake of brevity, but we follow the same procedure as in [A2, Appendix
A]. We then write each tangle as a linear combination of graph basis elements. It
turns out that due to admissibility conditions, A, D, and H may all be written
as c0,1g0,1 ` c2,1g2,1 ` c2,3g2,3 for some coefficients ci,ε P R. Thus we have using
Proposition 5.2:
Lemma 6.1. If G= A, D, or H, IevenG is generated by xG, xeveni y{δ and xG, yeveni y{δ
where 0 ď i ď 2. Similarly, IoddG is generated by xG, xoddi y{δ and xG, yoddi y{δ where
0 ď i ď 2.
For G= A, D or H, we followed the same procedure as in [A2, A3], to find IevenA
and IoddA , using Proposition 5.2, Lemma 6.1, and Mathematica. One can verify
directly that the claimed ideals are indeed non-trivial using the computations in
§7.
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6.1. Krebes’s tangle A. We consider the genus-1 tangle given by Krebes [K]
pictured in Figure 1. We have that
xA, gi,εyD “ is the sum of
λ1 1i pλ1 1j q´1pλ1 1k q´1pλ1 1l q´1∆j∆k∆l Tet
„
1 i ε
1 j 1

Tet
„
l 1 j
1 k 1

Tet
„
1 ε 1
k l j

θp1, 1, iqθp1, 1, jqθp1, 1, kqθp1, 1, lqθp1, j, εqθpε, k, 1qθpl, k, jq
over all j, k, and l such that the following triples are admissible: p1, 1, iq, p1, 1, jq,
p1, j, εq, p1, 1, kq, pε, k, 1q, p1, 1, lq, and pl, k, jq. Admissibility conditions imply that
0 and 2 are the only possible admissible values for j, k, and l. Note that, if i ‰ 0, 2,
there are no such j,k, l, and the given sum is over an empty index set. Thus, the
value of the sum is zero. So xA, gi,εyD “ 0 unless i “ 0 or i “ 2.
The coefficients for A as a linear combination of the graph basis are
c0,1 “ ´1´A
8 `A12
1`A4 , c2,1 “
´1`A4 `A12
A6 `A10 `A14 , and c2,3 “ 1.
After further computation, we obtain the generating sets given in the following
result.
Proposition 6.2. The even Kauffman bracket ideal IevenA of Krebes’s tangle A
is trivial. The odd Kauffman bracket ideal of A is IoddA “ x9, 4 ` A4y which is
non-trivial.
6.2. A small tangle, D. We now consider the genus-1 tangleD pictured in Figure
4. In contrast to Krebes’s example, D has a non-trivial even Kauffman bracket ideal
and a trivial odd Kauffman bracket ideal. We remark that we could also obtain
a tangle with these properties from Krebes’s tangle by sliding one endpoint of
Krebes’s tangle across the longitude ` and dragging the rest of tangle along behind
this endpoint.
Figure 4. A genus-1 tangle, denoted by D.
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We have that
xD, gi,εyD “ is the sum of
λ1 1i pλ1 1j q´3∆j Tet
„
1 1 j
1 ε i

Tet
„
1 i ε
1 j 1

θp1, 1, iqθp1, 1, jqθp1, ε, jq
over all integers j such that the following are admissible triples: p1, 1, iq, p1, 1, jq,
and p1, ε, jq. Admissibility conditions imply that 0 and 2 are the only possible
admissible values for j, and xD, gi,εyD “ 0 unless i “ 0 or i “ 2.
The coefficients for D as a linear combination of the graph basis are
c0,1 “ 1´A
4 ´A12
A2 `A6 , c2,1 “
1`A8 ´A12
A8 `A12 `A16 , and c2,3 “ A
2.
We obtain the following generating sets after further computation.
Proposition 6.3. The even Kauffman bracket ideal of D is IevenD “ x9,´2 ` A4y
which is non-trivial. The odd Kauffman bracket ideal IoddD of D is trivial.
Indeed, one can see that the odd closure shown in Figure 5 is the unknot, so
IoddD must be trivial.
Figure 5. A trivial odd closure of the tangle D.
6.3. A particularly interesting tangle, H. We consider the genus-1 tangle H
pictured in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. A genus-1 tangle, denoted by H.
We have that
xH, gi,εyD “ is the sum of
λ1 1i pλ1 1j q´3pλ1 1k q´3λ1 1l ∆j∆k∆l Tet
»–1 i ε
1 j 1
fiflTet
»–ε i 1
1 k 1
fiflTet
»–1 1 l
1 ε j
fiflTet
»–1 k ε
1 l 1
fifl
θp1,1,iqθp1,1,jqθp1,1,kqθp1,1,lqθp1,j,εqθp1,k,εqθp1,l,εq
over all j, k, and l such that the following triples are admissible: p1, 1, iq, p1, 1, jq,
p1, j, εq, p1, 1, kq, p1, k, εq, p1, 1, lq, and p1, l, εq. Admissibility conditions imply that
0 and 2 are the only possible admissible values for j, k, and l. So, xH, gi,εyD “ 0
unless i “ 0 or i “ 2.
The coefficients for H as a linear combination of the graph basis are
c0,1 “´1` 2A
4 ´ 3A8 ` 2A12 ´ 3A16 ` 2A20 ´A24 `A28
A12 `A16
c2,1 “´1`A
4 ´ 2A8 ` 3A12 ´ 2A16 ` 3A20 ´ 2A24 `A28
A18 `A22 `A26 and c2,3 “ A
4.
The following generating sets are obtained after further computation.
Proposition 6.4. The even Kauffman bracket ideal of H is IevenH “ x5, 1 ` A4y
which is non-trivial. The odd Kauffman bracket ideal of H is IoddH “ x9, 4 ` A4y
which is also non-trivial.
These corollaries follow immediately.
Corollary 6.5. The Kauffman bracket ideal IH of the genus-1 tangle H is trivial.
Corollary 6.6. The genus-1 tangle H does not embed in the unknot.
Although H is not obstructed from embedding in the unknot by the ordinary
Kauffman bracket ideal, the even and odd Kauffman bracket ideals, working to-
gether, do provide an obstruction.
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7. Relation to Determinants
Let ω denote e
pii
4 , and Ω : ZrA,A´1s Ñ Zrωs be the ring epimorphism sending
A to ω. According to [K, Prop. 1 on p. 329; §11],
(7.1) detpLq “ ωjΩpxLy1q
for an integer j, chosen so that ωjΩpxLy1q is a non-negative integer. In fact, 7.1
follows easily from [J, Corollary 3] and [K, Thm 2.8] without consideration of the
“monocyclic states” used in [K].
Proposition 7.1. If L is a closure of tangle G, then detpLq P ΩpIGq X Z. If
L is an even closure, then detpLq P ΩpIevenG q X Z. If L is an odd closure, then
detpLq P ΩpIoddG q X Z.
Proof. If L is a closure of G, AjxLy1 P IG for all j P Z. So for some j,
detpLq “ ωjΩpxLy1q “ ΩpAjxLy1q P ΩpIGq.
As detpLq P Z, detpLq P ΩpIGq X Z. The other statements are proved similarly. 
Let xnyZ denote the Z-ideal generated by n. For the ideals computed in the
examples above, noting that ΩpA4q “ ´1, we have:
(7.2) ΩpIoddA q X Z “ Ωpx9, 4`A4yq X Z “ Ωpx3yq X Z “ x3yZ.
ΩpIevenH q X Z “ Ωpx9, 4`A4yq X Z “ Ωpx3yq X Z “ x3yZ.
ΩpIevenD q X Z “ Ωpx9,´2`A4yq X Z “ Ωpx3yq X Z “ x3yZ.
ΩpIoddH q X Z “ Ωpx5, 1`A4yq X Z “ Ωpx5yq X Z “ x5yZ.
The first sentence in Proposition 7.2 has the same content as [A, Theorem 1.3].
Proposition 7.2. Let L be an odd closure of A, then detpLq ” 0 pmod 3q. Let L
be an even closure of D, then detpLq ” 0 pmod 3q. If L is an odd closure of H,
detpLq ” 0 pmod 5q. If L is an even closure of H, detpLq ” 0 pmod 3q.
Proof. If L is an odd closure of A, by Proposition 7.1, detpLq P ΩpIoddA q X Z. By
(7.2), detpLq ” 0 pmod 3q. The other statements are proved similarly. 
Note the tangle F (pictured below) was shown in [A2] to have IF “ x11, 4´A4y.
Thus ΩpIF q X Z “ x11, 5yZ “ x1yZ “ Z.
Figure 7. The genus-1 tangle F .
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